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1.1 Introduction

1.1.1 Introduction

1.1.1 Introduction

In 2011 Drum Property Group Ltd, working with Aberdeen City Council,
produced a Development Framework and Phase One Masterplan to guide the
development of a new employment destination to the west of Kingswells,
Aberdeen.

1.1.2 The Vision

This document was adopted as Interim Planning Advice on 13th September 2011
and, further to the adoption of the Aberdeen Local Development Plan, the
Council now intends to progress this document to become Supplementary
Guidance to this Plan.

1.1.3 Purpose and Structure of Document

Aerial Photograph showing Phases Two and Three Boundary

‘A Business Park at this site creates an opportunity to provide Aberdeen City with an innovative, desirable, high
quality office development in a peri-urban location attractive to inward investment.’

Since September 2011, detailed planning applications for the development of all
four plots within Phase One have been submitted to, and approved by,
Aberdeen City Council. The construction of these plots is due to commence in
the summer of 2012.
An extensive marketing and branding exercise has also been undertaken, and
the site is now recognised as ‘Prime Four Business Park’.
Working within the context of the strategic principles established within the
Development Framework, and the site analysis exercises undertaken to inform
such, a Masterplan Report has now been prepared for Phases Two and Three
of the Prime Four site in order to inform effective development solutions and
detailed proposals for these areas.
This Masterplan Report should be read within the overall context of the
Development Framework, the principles of which are developed here. The
Development Framework and Phase One Masterplan document is available to
view on the Aberdeen City Council website.

Aerial Photograph showing Phases Two and Three Boundary
OP29 Kingswells : Masterplan Report for Phases Two and Three
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1.1.2 The Vision

1.1.3 Purpose and Structure of Document

An overarching Vision for the Prime Four site was provided within the
Development Framework, and shall again continue to apply as proposals for
Phases Two and Three progress:

A Phasing Plan is provided below. The intention behind preparing a
Masterplan Report for Phases Two and Three is to provide a tool which can
be used to guide and assess future detailed planning applications within
these areas. These areas may be developed individually, or in tandem, and
the Masterplan Report should allow for an appropriate, economically viable,
phasing strategy to be employed.

In Part 1.3 we then go on to discuss further consultation and community
engagement which has occurred further to the adoption of the Development
Framework in order to inform the Masterplan Report for Phases Two and Three.
This section discusses in detail the consultation undertaken and the feedback
received.

As with the previous Development Framework and Phase One Masterplan
Report, this document has been prepared in the context of Aberdeen City
Council's Masterplanning Process document.

Part 4B. Phase Two and Three Masterplan

A Business Park at this site creates an opportunity to provide Aberdeen
City with an innovative, desirable, high quality office development in a peri
-urban location attractive to inward investment.
This development would be unique in the North East of Scotland in
providing occupiers the operational benefits associated with a highly
accessible location, close to a local workforce, all within a rural
landscaped setting.
A key consideration will be to ensure the development is not isolated from the
existing community of Kingswells. Instead, the proposals should offer a
sustainable development solution, incorporating into the Park a number of key
local facilities which are currently lacking.
The overall objective is therefore to provide a sustainable, well-integrated,
extension to Kingswells, which includes essential high quality business
accommodation and employment opportunities to enhance the economic growth
of the wider City Region, but also key facilities currently lacking within
Kingswells via the creation of a ‘Hub'.

It is the intention that the Masterplan Report for Phases Two and Three be
adopted by Aberdeen City Council as Interim Planning Advice in the first
instance, to then progress to become Supplementary Guidance to the
adopted Aberdeen Local Development Plan.
The Development Framework and Phase One Masterplan Report was split
into five distinct ‘Parts’, namely:







Part 1. Introduction
Part 2. The Site
Part 3. Development Framework
Part 4. Phase One Masterplan
Part 5. Moving Forward

It was the intention when preparing the Development Framework and Phase
One Masterplan Report that individual Parts of this document could be
updated and superseded as progress allowed in order to provide a detailed
Masterplan for each phase of the site. As such, the following outlines those
Parts which are to be updated within this document, and new parts to be
included:

A new Part 4B will consider the Masterplanning principles for Phases Two and
Three, particularly in terms of approach to design, landscape and access. An
indicative Masterplan solution for these areas is therefore provided within this
Section.
The Phase Two area covers the proposed Hub area, and so must be treated
differently from other areas of the site to reflect its status as the ‘heart’ of the
development site. The Phase Three area is similar to Phase One in that it will
focus on the provision of further Office/Employment Development. This area
does however have different site characteristics to consider from Phases One
and Two, such as its relationship to the West Hatton Local Nature Conservation
Site.
Part 4B will also address technical aspirations such as accessibility,
infrastructure and sustainability measures, which will then be assessed through
future planning applications for this area.
Part 5. Moving Forward
An update to Part 5 of the Development Framework and Phase One Masterplan
Report concludes this document, and discusses strategies for the deliverability
of these Phases, and a programme for moving forward.

Part 1. Introduction
Following this Introductory section, Part 1 of the document will serve as an
update to Part 1 of the Development Framework and Phase One Masterplan
Report in terms of updating the town planning and public consultation
positions.
In considering town planning, the previous legislative context provided within
the Development Framework has now, in part, been superseded with the
adoption of the Aberdeen Local Development Plan in February 2012. This
revised position is therefore provided in Part 1.2.

Indicative Phasing Plan
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1.2 Planning Position
1.2.1 Where Are We Now?
1.2.2 National Context
1.2.3 Regional Context
1.2.4 Local Context

1.2.1 Where Are We Now?

1.2.2 National Context

Preparation of the Development Framework and Phase One Masterplan in
2011 was informed by a number of national, regional and local planning policy
and guidance documents.

The national planning context expressed in the Development Framework and
Phase One Masterplan Report remains relevant and informed the production of
this document.

At the time of preparing the Phase Two and Phase Three Masterplan Report,
the national planning position has not altered, however the regional and local
position has moved on. The following therefore should be read as an update
to Part 1.2 of the Development Framework and Phase One Masterplan in
order to discuss those policy and guidance documents which have informed
the production of the Masterplan Report for Phases Two and Three.

The Development Framework and Phase One Masterplan Report discusses in
detail the following policy and guidance documents:







National Planning Framework
Scottish Planning Policy
Designing Places: A Policy Statement for Scotland
Designing Streets: A Policy Statement for Scotland
Scottish Historic Environment Policy; and,
Various Planning Advice Notes (PANs).

It is not considered appropriate to repeat commentary on these documents here.
Since preparation of the Development Framework and Phase One Masterplan
Report, Architecture+Design Scotland (A+DS) and Historic Scotland have also
jointly published their ‘New Design in Historic Settings’ (2011) document.
The purpose of this document is to explore how good design in historic settings is
achieved. In doing so, eight general principles are established to act as ‘prompts’

The purpose of this document is to prepare a tool which can be
used to guide future detailed planning applications.

to guide successful new design in historic settings. These are: urban structure;
urban grain; density and mix; scale; materials and detailing; landscape; views
and landmarks; and historical development. In addition to the national context
discussed above, this document has also informed the Masterplan Report for
Phases Two and Three.

UPDATE IMAGES

OP29 Kingswells : Masterplan Report for Phases Two and Three
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1.2.3 Regional Context

1.2.4 Local Context

The Regional Context discussed in the Development Framework and Phase
One Masterplan Report focuses on the Aberdeen City and Shire Strategic
Development Plan (2014), which remains the adopted Strategic Development
Plan for this area. As such, commentary on this Plan is not repeated here.

The Development Framework and Phase One Masterplan Report discusses
the local policy position in terms of the Aberdeen Local Development Plan.
Commentary on this Plan is not repeated here.

Extract from Aberdeen Local Development Plan Proposals Map
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1.3 Consultation
1.3.1 Where Are We Now?
1.3.2 Record of Consultation with Local Community and Groups
1.3.3 Masterplan Reports Public Event
1.3.4 Feedback from Public Event
1.3.5 Additional Consultation

1.3.1 Where Are We Now?

The Aberdeen Masterplanning Process document recognises that local
communities, Community Councils and other groups must be actively
engaged throughout the Masterplan process.
The Development Framework and Phase One Masterplan Report discusses
consultation and engagement with the local community during the period from
November 2009 to September 2011.
Active consultation has continued from September 2011, and as Masterplan
proposals for Phases Two and Three have evolved, the local community have
again played an important part in shaping the proposals for these areas. This
process has been particularly important in developing proposals for a Hub in
Phase Two which the community can have a sense of ownership over.
It is the intention to continue this collaborative approach to public consultation
throughout the development of those remaining phases of the site.

1.3.6 Future Consultation Strategy

Photograph from consultation event
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...local communities, community councils and other groups
must be actively engaged throughout the Masterplan process.
OP29 Kingswells : Masterplan Report for Phases Two and Three
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1.3.2 Record of Consultation with Local Community and Groups

Date

Type & Location

Advertisement

Attendees

Purpose

Feedback

Action

16 Nov
2011

Meeting

No advertisement considered
necessary.

Client
Community Council Chair and
Secretary

To discuss content and detail of Phase One
Planning Applications.

Good to see progress.

DPG to provide further information to KCC on
programme of delivery of Phase One
applications.

Fourmile House,
Kingswells

To discuss progression of a Phase Two
Masterplan, and consultation on such.

KCC would revert to Aberdeen City Council
on Phase One applications as a statutory
consultee.
KCC appreciated bringing kept informed of
future intentions with regards Phase Two.

DPG and KCC to meet after Christmas to
discuss Phase Two Masterplan and appropriate
Community Consultation techniques /
advertising.

KCC notes that, as this area included the
proposed Community Hub, that effective
consultation with local residents would be
important.

16 Jan
2012

Meeting

No advertisement considered
necessary.

Kingswells

Client
Community Council
representatives

Update on Phase One Applications Progress
and representations made to ACC by KCC.

KCC keen to be kept involved in the
process and work with DPG.

Update on Reporter's Recommendations into
Aberdeen Local Development Plan.

Agree that an advert / news piece would
be placed in the Kingswells Community
News and an online consultation
exercise (on the Prime Four website)
would be advertised on the KCC
website.

Discuss approach to Phase Two and Three
Masterplan Production

DPG to keep KCC updated on progress of
Phase Two / Three Masterplan..

Agree publicity for public event.
22 Feb
2012

Community
Workshop Sessions

Fourmile House,
Kingswells

Article placed in
Community News.

Kingswells Members of the Client / Project
Team
Community Council
Advert placed in local press.
Representatives
Local Residents and Business
Posters displayed at key locations Owners
in the local area.

To involve the community in interactive sessions Discussed overleaf in Section 1.3.4.
on the vision and content of the community Hub,
and to consult on proposals for additional office
development within Phase Three.

Discussed overleaf in Section 1.3.4.

To provide an alternative means of access to the Discussed overleaf in Section 1.3.5
consultation for those that could not attend
community workshop sessions.

Discussed overleaf in Section 1.3.5

Attendees of previous events
issued with notification of the
event.
Invites extended to Community
Council Members.
Details
published
on
the
Community Council website and
the Prime Four development
website.
03 Feb
to
31 Mar

Website based
consultation

n/a

Further details overleaf

2012
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1.3.3 Masterplan Reports Public Event

Format of Workshop Sessions

Building on previous consultation, a public event was held on 22 February 2012
to consult with community on proposals to be included within a Masterplan for
Phases Two and Three of the Prime Four site.

Attendees were greeted upon arrival and offered a Welcome Pack which
included a letter from the developer (Drum Property Group) thanking them for
attending the event, together with a list of Frequently Asked Questions and a
Questionnaire / Comments Form. Attendees were invited to ask questions of
the Project Team at any time.

The event was held in the Four Mile House, Old Skene Road, Kingswells, and
took the form of an interactive workshop session repeated four times throughout
the day (11.00am, 2.00pm, 4.00pm and 7.00pm) in order to appeal to a wide
range of attendees from all sectors of the community.

A series of display boards were positioned upon entry into the room, and
attendees were invited to consider the boards until the Workshop session was
ready to begin. Copies of the Development Framework and Phase One
Masterplan Report were also available for review.

Kingswells Community Council were consulted on how best to advertise the
event locally The event was advertised in The Citizen newspaper a week in
advance, and also within the Kingswells Community News in its February
edition. Additional advertisement included the following:





The Workshop sessions began with a brief presentation from the Project Team,
which introduced the site, and the purpose of the event. An update on progress
on Phase One was provided, and the Vision and Key Objectives for the future
development of the site identified.

A3 colour posters put up 10 days in advance of the event at the
following locations: Village Hall, Co-Op, Community Centre and
Webster Park
Details of the event advertised on the Kingswells Community
Council website and the Prime Four website
Letters of invitation sent out to those attendees who provided us
with their address when attending a previous public event on the
Development Framework and Phase One Masterplan.

A conscious decision was taken when preparing the Workshop sessions to
focus discussion on the Hub area within Phase Two of the site as it was
considered that this area deserved more active consultation as a potential
community led facility. Attendees were however made aware that a
Masterplanning exercise was also being undertaken on further Office
development with Phase Three, and also encouraged to engage on the design
and content of this area.

Local Council Members and the local MP and MSP were also issued briefing
packs about the event and its purpose.
Display boards from consultation event
The event was staffed by members of the Project Team and the developer. The
Project Team included architects, a town planner, a transport engineer and a
landscape architect in order to ensure a wide range of queries could be
adequately answered.
Registers were taken at each workshop sessions. The first workshops, held at
11.00am and 2.00pm attracted 7.no and 8.no attendees respectively. Only 1.no
attendee attended Workshop 3 (4.00pm), and so the format was amended to
become a more informal one-on-one discussion. The final Workshop at 7.00pm
attracted 7.no attendees. Members of Kingswells Community Council attended
Workshops 1 and 4.
A number of attendees, circa 6.no, also attended the event outwith the
designated Workshop session times. These additional attendees were invited
either to return at another time, or to stay and discuss proposals for the site on a
more informal basis with the Project Team.
All attendees provided contact details so that they might be contacted again to
attend future consultation activities. The majority of attendees were local to the
area, or had family / interests in the area.
Photograph from consultation event
OP29 Kingswells : Masterplan Report for Phases Two and Three
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1.3.3 Masterplan Reports Public Event

Session One

Session Two

Following the presentation, attendees were each provided with a pad of ‘Post-It’
notes and a pen and invited to consider ‘key words’ which could form part of a
Community Led Vision specifically for the Hub area.
Words, feelings,
constraints and uses were then written on the ‘Post-Its’ and stuck to a flip chart
for discussion. Attendees were informed that common words / issues collected
via the individual Workshop sessions would then be collated by a Project Team
in order to translate these common themes into a Vision for this area.

Keeping in mind the overall principles, words, and feelings discussed in
Session One, attendees were presented with a number (circa 25.no) of A4
photographs which depicted different spaces, uses, landscapes, and
materials in order to try and determine which of the images presented would
best illustrate their Vision for the Hub. Attendees were each provided with
red, yellow and green stickers in order to allow every attendee a chance to
express their own likes and dislikes via a traffic lights system – red
representing ‘dislike / not suitable here’, yellow representing ‘not sure / no
opinion’, and green representing ‘like / would like to see here’.
The results of the exercise were then reviewed with the group, and attendees
invited to engage with the Project Team on any unanswered questions /
queries on Phases Two and future office development in Phase Three, to
review the display boards, and to fill in comments forms / questionnaires. A
sealed box was made available for comments / responses to be deposited.
A ‘graffitti wall’ was also available within the room for public comments to be
recorded.

Photograph from consultation event
Photograph from consultation event

Photograph from consultation event

Photograph from consultation event
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1.3.4 Feedback from Public Event

Session One

Session Two

The below image illustrates the most common words which were identified
through the Session One discussions. Words and feelings which were repeated
throughout the day are identified in larger text.

Results from the Session Two discussions confirmed a general feeling from
within the community that the development should have a ‘green feel’ and
respect local history and the site’s rural location.

As discussed in Section 1.3.3, the intention of Session One was to form a
Community Led Vision for the Hub area.

A number of images came out as strong favourites within each Workshop
Session, and a number were also clearly disliked and seen as unsuitable at this
location. Those clear ‘favourite’ images are shown to the left and below. This
feedback has informed the production of the Masterplan Reports for Phases
Two and Three.

“The Hub should be an inclusive, safe, area which is easily accessible from
Kingswells, and complimentary to existing facilities within the village. It should
be a well-managed, flexible and dynamic space. The Hub could include both
leisure and social facilities and opportunities for exercise and recreation.”

Session Two also focused on appropriate uses which the community would like
to see located within the Hub, and those which they felt as a community they
would most use. In line with previous consultation events, the feedback in this
regard focused on leisure facilities (e.g. within a hotel), a bank or cash machine,
a post box, a restaurant / bar and some retail.

This Vision has gone on to inform the indicative Masterplan solution for the Hub
area.

In discussing such potential uses with the local community it was clear however
that they felt the Hub must be supplementary and complimentary to facilities
within Kingswells village, and should not threaten the viability of existing
businesses.
Photogrpahs of surrounding landscape

Photograph of existing drystone dyke
OP29 Kingswells : Masterplan Report for Phases Two and Three

Image for Illustrative purposes only
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1.3.5 Additional Consultation

Alongside consultation undertaken with the local community, the Project Team
have met with a number of other stakeholders during both the preparation of this
document and the lead up to it.
Notably, a number of meetings have been held with Aberdeen City Council,
particularly the Development Management, Policy, Transportation and
Masterplanning teams.
Consultation with bodies such as Historic Scotland, Scottish Power, Scottish
Water, BT and SEPA have also taken place and informed the production of the
Masterplan Report for Phases Two and Three.

1.3.6 Future Consultation Strategy

Website
In order to engage with as many members of the community as possible, a
questionnaire was launched on the Prime Four website
(www.primefour.co.uk) on 03 February 2012, and ran until 31 March 2012.
The questionnaire gave the opportunity for those residents who were unable
to attend the event on 22 February an opportunity to answer specific
questions regarding the development of the Hub, and submit comments
online.

Moving forward, it will be essential to ensure that consultation with the local
community and other key stakeholders continues to be a key part in the ongoing development of the Business Park site.
It will be important to involve the public in the detailed design of individual
buildings as detailed planning applications are considered.
Continuing to ensure a regular diary of meetings with Kingswells Community
Council will also be a key tool in keeping the local community informed about
the progress of the development.

The website was advertised in the February edition of the ‘Kingswells
Community News’ which is prepared by the Community Council and
circulated around the village. A link was also provided from the Community
Council’s website. Those who attended the public event were also made
aware of the online questionnaire, and encouraged to tell their friends and
neighbours.
A total of 42 no. responses were logged onto the online consultation system,
however a number of these, 20 no, were logged as blank forms with no
comments. Of the 22 no. completed forms, feedback included the following:









A strong agreement that the Hub should not be focused solely on
the needs of the business park, but should also include facilities
which would benefit residents of Kingswells
Around 68% of respondents felt that a convenience foodstore
would be used by the local community. 77% thought a larger
foodstore would be more popular. 10% of respondents chose not
to answer these questions.
Most respondents currently travel to Westhill to use local facilities
and shops.
Facilities and services, e.g. Bank, Optician etc. widely seen as
lacking within Kingswells
Anything to be provided within the Hub should not affect the
viability of existing shops / businesses in Kingswells Village.

Response to Website Comments
In considering the above, it is again clear that ensuring the viability of
Kingswells village is safeguarded should be a key consideration. There is an
understanding that the services to be provided in the Hub must be
supplementary, and complementary, to those in Kingswells currently.

Website snap shots

There does however exist support for leisure facilities and limited food
shopping. Opportunities to include such uses have been considered in the
development of indicative masterplan for the Hub area.

Photograph from Consultation Event
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Part 4B - Phase Two + Three
4B.1.1

Purpose and Objectives

4B.1.2

Design Principles

4B.1.3

Context

4B.1.4

Overarching Design Principles

4B.1.5

General Layout

4B.1.1 Purpose and Objectives

The Prime Four / OP29 site sets out a Vision via the Development Framework
to provide an outstanding working environment. It is recognised however that
this will only be realised by creating an environment of high visual and
physical quality. A quality development of this nature will ensure that the best
companies are attracted to the Business Park and whom will in turn attract
and retain the best staff.
Building on the ‘Community Vision’, and the parameters and overall Vision
established in the Development Framework, this section discusses the Design
Philosophy surrounding an indicative Masterplan solution for the development
of Phases Two and Three of the Prime Four OP29 site. It develops key
design principles relevant to this part of the site, and addresses building and
commercial requirements in this area.
Image for Illustrative purposes only

4B.1.6

Spaces

4B.1.7

Landscape Treatments

4B.1.8

Streets and Pathways

4B.1.9

Buildings

The Development Framework makes provision for a Hub to be located within
Phase Two of the Business Park site. Whilst no prescriptive definition for the
Hub is set out in the Framework, the overriding Vision for the Business Park
suggests that this area should serve and enhance the Business Park, as well as
being an extension to the provision of community facilities existing in Kingswells
village.
The Hub will provide a focal point for the park and sit at the top of a tree lined
entrance boulevard running north-south from a new access point on the A944
within Phase One The Hub will provide spaces for people to relax, shop, eat,
stay, visit, and enjoy. This can be achieved by a wide provision and range of
services in a setting that reflects and enhances the character of the surrounding
rural landscape.
As discussed in the Part 1 update, the following ‘Community Vision’ for the Hub
has been prepared following a consultation programme with the local
community:

Image for Illustrative purposes only

“The Hub should be an inclusive, safe, area which is easily accessible
from Kingswells, and complimentary to existing facilities within the
village. It should be a well-managed, flexible and dynamic space which
respects it’s rural location. The Hub should include both leisure and
social facilities and opportunities for exercise and recreation.”

‘….is set in a landscape which both enhances the buildings
themselves and provides the highest levels of amenity for all’
OP29 Kingswells : Masterplan Report for Phases Two and Three
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4B.1.2 Overarching Design Principles

Design Principles
External environments must be considered which enhance
experiences, and provide space for socialising and recreation.

daily

Buildings must be set within the landscape and be sympathetic to the rural
setting and the West Hatton Woodland.
In order to create a safe, permeable, environment for socialising and
recreation, street design will consider place before movement.
Buildings must be of high quality design in order to reflect the status of
Prime Four as a Business Park of international standard and appeal.
Parking areas must, where appropriate be discreet with
consideration given to the positioning of surface car parking.

careful

Buildings must address the Hub as they would a public square, and
encourage opportunities for active frontages at pedestrian level.
The Hub will include opportunities for ‘Landmark Buildings’ to act as focal
points.
The Hub will encourage a range and variety of services, spaces and
facilities.
The Hub will be a flexible space in order to accommodate future needs and
aspirations.
Within the Central Zone, Development Rooms will, where possible, be
created and enclosed by tree planting.
Buildings within Phase Three must provide appropriate settings for
Development Clusters to be established.
Buildings must be broken down where possible into smaller blocks, and
gables orientated North / South.

Development Framework Masterplan highlighting Phases Two and Three
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4B.1.3 Context

Three Landscape Character Areas were identified within the Development
Framework for the Prime Four / OP29 site. Phases Two and Three bridge the
Northern and Central Zones. The West Hatton Local Nature Conservation Site
(LNCS) / Ancient Woodland binds Phase Three to the west..
The Central Zone contains existing developments such as Kingswells House, as
well as Plots Two, Three and Four of Phase One. The existing and new
operations are enclosed by extensive perimeter planting forming ‘Development
Rooms’, as described within the Framework. This approach to ‘Development
Rooms’ and respecting existing field boundaries will be continued within Phases
Two and Three where appropriate.

West Hatton Local
Nature Conservation Site

The Northern Zone constitutes the highest, most exposed, part of the site, and
includes an area of Green Space Network to the south of the Kingswells
Consumption Dyke.
To the north of the Hub, the influence of the Consumption Dyke has been
considered and discussed within the Development Framework. This Masterplan
expands this strategic view to provide detailed principles for this area, and to
ensure the setting of the Dyke is respected.
The Development Framework understands that in rural areas buildings often
appear more sensitive in small groupings rather than in fixed rigid grids. The
Framework describes these as ‘Development Clusters’ and this principle is also
applicable here.
Relationships between Development Rooms, Development Clusters, the Green
Space Network and the West Hatton LNCS / Ancient Woodland must be fully
considered during the detailed design of individual plots.

Phase Two central zone

Phase Two northern zone

Phase Three central zone

Phase Three northern zone

Phase Two Boundary

Phase Three Boundary

OP29 Kingswells : Masterplan Report for Phases Two and Three

Development Framework Character zones, overlaid with phases two and three boundaries
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4B.1.3 Context

There are a number of other principles contained within the Development
Framework which have a contributing factor to the Masterplanning of Phases
Two and Three. Below these are listed out and the following pages describe in
detail how these factors have informed and shaped the Masterplan.

Development Framework Character Zone — northern

Phase One

-

Approved Development
Boulevard

Existing Features

-

Tree Belts
Topography
Existing Field Boundaries
Green Space Network /
Consumption Dyke
West Hatton LNCS / Ancient Woodland

Development Framework

-

Character Zones
Development Clusters
Building Orientation

Aerial image of Phase One

Existing Field Boundaries

Approved Phase One Development

Existing Tree Belts

Ancient Woodland
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4B.1.3 Context

Phase One
Approved Development. The southern edge of the Phase Two Hub is formed
by approved development within Phase One. From the north side, the closest
building in Phase One sits at three storeys above ground level. A level of
separation between this building and the Hub will be required in order to
maintain privacy within the office environment, and to prevent shadows being
cast over open usable areas. This creates an opportunity therefore to provide a
main square to the north to ensure this building is not divorced from the Hub,
but rather becomes an integral part of this area.
Boulevard. The main entrance boulevard in to the Business Park site currently
terminates at the northern edge of Phase One, and a temporary turning circle
has been A solution to replace this temporary arrangement must be considered
in developing a Masterplan strategy for the Hub, as this will be the main
vehicular access point into this area.

Phase One buildings

Phase One Boulevard

Phase One Buildings

Phase Three Boundary

Phase Two Boundary

OP29 Kingswells : Masterplan Report for Phases Two and Three

Phase One buildings and boulevard
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4B.1.3 Context

Existing Features
Existing Field Boundaries. The northern edge of the Hub contains within it
drystone dykes. These field boundaries run north to south in regular formal
arrangement, meeting the Consumption Dyke at 90 degrees. These existing
features can be used to define plot boundaries within the northern edge of the
Hub. The plot boundaries will be enhanced with additional shelterbelts of tree
planting, in line with the Development Framework.
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Existing Field Boundaries

Phase Three Boundary

Existing Field Boundaries

Phase Two Boundary

Existing Field Boundaries
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4B.1.3 Context

Existing Features
Green Space Network / Consumption Dyke.
The Aberdeen Local
Development Plan allocates an area to the north of the Phase Two and Three
as part of the City’s Green Space Network (GSN). The aim of the Green Space
Network is to help ensure that existing areas of green space are linked to
improve wildlife habitats, landscape and access opportunities.
The Reporter’s Report into the ALDP notes that a setting to the Dyke can also
be secured through the designation of the GSN, and provides the opportunity for
the precise boundary of the GSN to be set via a Masterplan exercise. This
Masterplan Report for Phases Two and Three is an appropriate tool for such an
exercise.

‘it is the appreciation of the monument in the landscape which has informed
our definition of its setting…once defined the setting of the monument must
be preserved and accordingly we have allocated an open space of 120m to
provide, protect and enhance its setting’.
The extant Local Development Plan Proposals Map defines the Green Space
Network (GSN) boundary as being approximately 90 metres out from the line
of the Consumption Dyke but there is no clear or defensible boundary for this
line on the ground. The development Framework then went on to suggest a
no build zone of 120 metres out from the line of the Consumption Dyke, which
was a significant extension of the adopted GSN designation.

As a direct result of consultation with Historic Scotland and in order to maximise
the amount of open space to the consumption dyke, the approach to defining a
boundary has evolved so that the open setting to the consumption dyke fluctuates along the northern edge of development.Whilst the definitive 'no build zone'
of 120m remains, the indicative masterplan illustrates buildings in clusters at
varying distances in excess of the prescribed ' no build zone'. In particular , the
cluster of buildings to the west have been moved further south . The gaps between the clusters create zones where there are no buildings within 200m of the
Dyke. This strategy is supplemented by limiting heights of buildings and ensuring that buildings are orientated on a north/south axis with gables facing north.
(this revised open space allocation is discussed in more detail in section 4B.1.6)

“To the north, this development site would be contained within the line of the
large ‘consumption’ dyke. It is a scheduled monument and both it and its
immediate setting should be safeguarded. This can be secured through the
green space network designation which runs along either side of it. The extent
of the green space network shown on the proposals map is indicative, and its
precise extent will be confirmed through the subsequent master planning
process. The connecting dykes extend southwards over a ridge. This should
enable sufficient separation from the new built development to be secured so
that the original agricultural function and setting of the dyke can be
appreciated.” (Reporter’s Report into the Aberdeen Local Development Plan,
2011, pgs. 154-155).
To the north of Phases Two and Three, the Green Space Network boundary is
not a fixed visible line however the indicative area set out within the ALDP
Proposals Map extends to circa 90 metres beyond the line of the Consumption
Dyke. In considering the Consumption Dyke, the Development Framework
however states:

Extent of current GSN

Phase Three Boundary

Image for Illustrative purposes only

Phase Two Boundary

Green Space Network
OP29 Kingswells : Masterplan Report for Phases Two and Three
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4B.1.3 Context

Existing Features
Tree Belts. The existing policy planting surrounding Kingswells House and
those tree belts forming the “Development Rooms” of Phase One are also
defining features on the boundaries of Phases Two and Three. In order for
Phases Two and Three to fit into the surrounding landscape these elements will
be considered.
Ancient Woodland. To the immediate west of the site lies an area noted on the
Ancient Woodland inventory as long established woodland (of plantation origin).
This area is also recognised as part of the West Hatton Local Nature
Conservation Site (LNCS)
Detailed Tree Survey Information will be required to be submitted with future
planning applications for the sites immediately adjacent to the Woodland
Within Phase Three there lies opportunities to address the woodland and
promote its enhancement, protection and future management.
These
opportunities will be explored further before assessing the most appropriate
course of action.

Extent of current GSN

Existing / Phase One
Tree Bets

Phase Three Boundary

Photograph of ancient woodland

Phase Two Boundary

Tree Belts and Ancient Woodland
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4B.1.3 Context

Existing Features
Topography The area outlined for Phases Two and Three covers an area of
land that stretches from the north of Phase One westward to the Ancient
Woodland. Phase Three begins, from the south, at the field boundary adjacent
to Kingswells House. The ground here rises to the north at a slope of
approximately 1 in 20 before reaching a wide plateau at the highest point of the
OP29 designated site. Here the site continues east and joins into the area
covered by Phase Two.
From this ridge the ground starts to slope gently to the north towards the
Consumption Dyke before falling away sharply to an almost 1 in 10 slope.
The change in levels across this area is therefore significant. The existing
ground level at the southern edge of Phase Three is 155.00 meters above
ordinance datum (A.O.D). rising to the plateau to level 163.20 meters A.O.D.,
the highest point of the site before dropping to the dyke at level 148.60 meters
A.O.D. These changes in level will require careful consideration, and a detailed
engineering exercise will be required to make the Hub a useable area. However,
the levels could also offer opportunities to create a variety of different levels
within the Hub.

.

Phase Three Boundary

Photograph showing slope adjacent to dyke
OP29 Kingswells : Masterplan Report for Phases Two and Three

Phase Two Boundary

Phase Two and Three topography
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4B.1.3 Context

Development Framework
Character Zones. The Central and Northern Landscape Character Areas set
out in the Development Framework dissect the Hub area. The principles for
developing within these zones must be considered when preparing individual
proposals for Phases Two and Three.
The opportunity exists via the Development Framework to provide ‘Landmark
Buildings’ within ‘the Hub’ area of Phase Two, to allow the Vision for high quality
viable and vibrant uses within this area to be realised.

Central character zone

Central character zone

Northern character zone

Northern character zone

Phase Three Boundary

Phase Two Boundary

Character zones
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4B.1.3 Context

Development Framework
Development Clusters. The Development Framework sets out a clear structure
for the grouping and arrangement of buildings based on an understanding that
buildings in the countryside often appear more sensitive when they are clustered
together within open space.
Both Phases Two and Three respect this principle. Within ‘the Hub’ area of
Phase Two the aim should be to encourage lively spaces at pedestrian level and
a mixture of activities and uses which will encourage the Hub to be used and
useable outwith the operating hours of the Business Park.
Building Orientation. The Development Framework sets out a general principle
for buildings located within the Northern Zone to be orientated with gables facing
the north. In the Central Zone, the opportunity exists to rotate the blocks so that
larger building be accommodated within the slope of the landscape.
Turning Circles. In line with Aberdeen City Council roads guidance appropriate
vehicular turning areas will need to be provided until such a time as a a
secondary access into the site is appropriate. The current turning circle at the
top of the boulevard can be incorporated into the hub design and the treatment
of such spaces can be carried throughout the hub and into future phases. An
opportunity also exists to use these turning circles to address the building
clusters.

Turning Zone . Central node

Building Cluster Zone

Phase Three Boundary

Phase Two Boundary

OP29 Kingswells : Masterplan Report for Phases Two and Three

Graphic showing possible location of development clusters, with central node.
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4B.1.3 Context

Developed from an appropriate context for the site, and the Overarching Design
Principles, the diagram opposite represents a base plan from which a number of
options for delivering a successful Phase Two and Three Masterplan can be
achieved.
The Hub will comprise a series of spaces, zones and elements, each performing
a different function and each of a different character. All will work together to
deliver a cohesive Hub.
There is no one fixed plan for Phases Two and Three, and whilst factors like
orientation and positioning can be dictated the exact layout of Phases Two and
Three will ultimately be determined by market forces and infrastructure
requirements.
The image adjacent illustrates a possible permutation of the Phases, following
the guidelines and strategies previously discussed, essentially a series of
‘Development Clusters’ addressing the street, with narrow gables addressing
the Green Space Network.
As long as these principles are adhered to PhaseS Two and Three will be a
cohesive extension of the Development.

Existing / Phase One Tree
Belts

Extent of current GSN

Ancient Woodland

Indicative building position

Indicative road through
hub, route t.b.c.

Indicative road layout

Phase Three Boundary

Phase Two Boundary

Context constraint plan
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4B.1.5 Spaces

Spaces
For a masterplan to be successful it must remain flexible to, and be able to
adapt to, the ebb and flow of the market place. Spaces therefore must be
created. If a design concept for the spaces between buildings is strong
and the detailing and quality of materials is high, then the focus will be on
the landscape and the buildings will fit naturally in place.
The diagram opposite shows the interplay and relationship of zones within
Phases Two and Three, and how the arrangement of these separately defined
characters can make up a cohesive masterplan solution.
The following pages describe in detail the purpose and structure of each of
these zones

New structure planting

Open setting

path

The street

Parking zones

Building foyer spaces

Main Square

OP29 Kingswells : Masterplan Report for Phases Two and Three

Graphic showing relationship of zones
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4B.1.5 Spaces

Main Square
The main public square provides a focus for the Hub, as an active destination
space that is well connected to Kingswells, the Park and Ride and the rest of the
Prime Four development. This is achieved by the Square being fed by a support
network of secondary spaces, streets and routes that connect to form a legible
network in which the main pubic square is the focus.
The main public square is to be enlivened by appropriate building uses, such as
hotel, retail and restaurant fronting directly onto the space, promoting activity
and a sense of focus. The main public square is to be a pedestrian focussed
space that allows people to explore without impediment, and remain in comfort.
Vehicles will travel around, as opposed to through, the square.
The main public square is to include both high quality hard and soft landscaped
spaces a mixture of ‘character zones’. For example formal grass terraces could
make best use of the level changes and southerly aspect., and in doing so
provide places for people to sit and enjoy within a softer landscape setting
further away from the busier building frontages.

Image for Illustrative purposes only

Image for Illustrative purposes only

Street furniture and lighting of a high quality design is to be used within the main
public square, reinforcing the Square as the main public space within the Hub
and wider Prime Four site. Opportunities for public art are to be explored within
this space, either integrated into the material of the square, or as a standalone
pieces.

Main hub Square

Phase Three Boundary

Main Square

Phase Two Boundary

Image of hub showing main square
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4B.1.5 Spaces

Secondary Squares / Nodes

Building foyer spaces

Secondary spaces and squares should provide key points associated with
specific buildings or nodes within the Hub. While secondary to the main public
square in terms of hierarchy, these are still important spaces that provide a
more intimate setting within which people can relax and remain. When
combined with each other, and the main public square, these spaces also
provide a network for people to explore.

These spaces provide key points associated with specific buildings or nodes
along the continuation of ‘the street’ within Phase Three. They provide
spaces which can act as a focus for each cluster of buildings. These spaces
should also provide connections into the Green Space Network and could be
associated with retained dry stone walls and reference the existing field
pattern structure.

Secondary squares should not be considered as ‘roundabouts’, however the
capacity for turning circle geometry will be incorporated into detailed design
proposals. Materially, secondary squares and spaces should use simpler
detailing and material palettes in order to reinforce the spatial hierarchy within
the Hub and create legibility and a diversity of spaces.

These spaces should use simple detailing and materials, and while
coordinating with the general palette for ‘the street’ should provide visual
punctuations as people move along the route. They should provide a
recognisable arrival point, provide an element of traffic calming and create a
focus for buildings.

Image of street showing Foyer spaces / Secondary Squares
Phase Two Boundary

Phase Three Boundary

Secondary Squares

Secondary squares
OP29 Kingswells : Masterplan Report for Phases Two and Three

Phase Two Boundary

Foyer Spaces

Phase Three Boundary

Building Foyer Spaces

Image for Illustrative purposes only
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4B.1.5 Spaces

Spaces in between buildings

Character Zone Example_ The Terrace

There exists considerable scope to enhance the setting and immediate
environment of individual buildings by extending into the Business Park a series
of ‘green fingers’ to act as a continuation of, and extension to, the Green Space
Network. The setting of the Consumption Dyke must be considered and
respected in any detailed landscaping proposals.

Description. An open space arranged over a series of terraces, to
accommodate any change in level across the Hub. Each individual terrace
should be large enough to provide space, and offer informal seating
opportunities.
Purpose. To accommodate changes in level across hub and provide
opportunities for informal seating.

Image for Illustrative purposes only

Spaces between buildings / open setting

Image for Illustrative purposes only
Phase Two Boundary

The Terrace

Phase Three Boundary

Indicative Lawn location

Open setting

Image of hubn showing the terrace
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4B.1.5 Spaces

Character Zone Example_ The Lawn

Character Zone Example_ The Meadow

Landscape

Description. An open space to enjoy in fine weather, and an area that can
provide opportunities for adding value to the working day, whether it be for
walking or an outdoor space for socialising and recreation. This is an area which
could be used by the residents of Kingswells for leisure activities outwith office
hours.

Description. An area of wild flower planting, and associated soil treatments,
to encourage biodiversity and to soften the feel of the Hub. An element that
will change with the seasons to add interest and variety.

General Materials The detailed design of Phase Two and Three should
make reference to the existing high quality palette of materials defined for
Phase One through the relevant detailed planning applications.

Purpose. A softer, isolated area for individual reflection.

Whilst a degree of variation in terms of materiality is acceptable especially for
key feature spaces such as the main public square, generally the landscape
treatments of Prime Four should be consistent, providing a unified identity
and sense of place for the business park.

Image of Hub showing the meadow

Image for illustrative purposes only

Purpose. To provide an area for informal recreation and leisure.

Image of hub showing the lawn

Indicative location of the lawn

Indicative location of the meadow

Phase Three Boundary

The Lawn
OP29 Kingswells : Masterplan Report for Phases Two and Three

The meadow

Phase Two Boundary

Image for illustrative purposes only
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4B.1.6 Landscape Treatments

Structure / Perimeter Planting
The extension of existing policy woodland from the south creates a strong form
within which development can be contained, and views to and from the
development controlled. This should be comprised predominantly of a native
woodland mix similar to the existing with an appropriate understory of grasses
and ferns and managed to ensure a limited shrub understory, allowing visibility
through the woodland base.
There is an opportunity with the implementation of phases 2 and 3 to enhance
and increase the number of trees along the existing western boundary, to the
south of the ancient woodland, and make it a stronger landscape feature.
New planting should always respect the setting of the Consumption Dyke, and
be limited to around the development area.
Function
Creates a cohesive character building on the existing woodland.
Frames development.
Creates an attractive setting.
Provides ecological benefits, connecting habitat through corridors.
Provides microclimate benefits.
Design Principles
Woodland belts located to reinforce the plot structure, whilst respecting the
setting of the Consumption Dyke.
Defined woodland structure to break down within the Hub to allow enhanced
visual and physical connection, and to provide a prominent focus.
A list of example species suitable for the structure planting is shown below:
Fagus sylvatica

Beech

Ulmus glabra

Wych elm

Fraxinus excelsior

Ash

Aesculus hippocastanum

Horse chestnut

Quercus petraea

Sessile oak

Pinus sylvestris

Scots pine

Betula pendula

Silver birch

Sorbus aucuparia

Rowan

Salix caprea

Goat willow

Existing / Phase One structure planting

Phases Two / Three structure planting

Phase Three Boundary

Phase Two Boundary

Graphic showing structure / perimeter planting
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4B.1.6 Landscape Treatments

Green Space Network
The Green Space Network (GSN) allocation to the north of the Hub will remain
as open space, protecting the setting for the Consumption Dyke and enhancing
ecological and visual amenity.

The Green Space Network provides opportunities to:

In order to help preserve the Consumption Dyke, and to allow the ecological
potential of the area to be maximised, formal pathways will be concentrated
predominantly to the southern edge of the GSN with pathways closer to the dyke
of a more informal nature such as mown grass. These routes will allow people
to appreciate the Consumption Dyke and its setting, with the potential for
interpretation and information panels allowing a better understanding of the
Dyke.

Provide improved opportunities for habitat connection between the
ancient woodland to the west of the site and the newer woodland belts
associated with Kingswells and the park and ride site.

The planting intention for the GSN is to maintain the open grassland setting, but
to further supplement or manage this to create a wild flower meadow with
improved ecological benefit and seasonal variation. The existing dry stane dykes
which run perpendicular to the Consumption Dyke are important to its setting.
These will be retained/repaired/rebuilt as appropriate to preserve the agricultural
field pattern with discrete breaks created in association with pathways.
Tree/shrub planting within the GSN providing an element of screening to the
development will be limited to linear strips planted adjacent to existing field
boundaries. These planting strips will be concentrated to the top of the slope
and will gradually reduce down the slope maintaining the open nature towards
the consumption dyke. Generally there will be a transition from formal to informal
as these planting strips progress down the slope.

Maintain the landscape setting of the consumption dyke.

The extent of the green space network corresponds with the topography
of the site with its boundary falling approximately on the top of the
steeper north facing slope. In this way it provides a good opportunity to
create a high quality setting for development with views over this space.
Provide additional opportunities for passive recreation.
Develop an appropriate management / conservation strategy, in
consultation with Historic Scotland, to ensure the future maintenance
and upkeep of the Consumption Dyke.

Phase Two Boundary

Phase Three Boundary

120m no build zone

Open setting

Function
Creation of an appropriate setting for the Consumption Dyke.
Provide an attractive setting for the buildings against the northern edge of the
site.
Provide opportunities for appropriate levels of access, seating and
interpretation.
Provide ecological improvement.
Design Principles:
Provision of informal access routes to the south of the Green Space Network.
Provision of interpretation relating to the Consumption Dyke and ecological
aspects of the GSN.
Wildflower planting.
Retain existing dry stone walls and field pattern.
New tree planting to run in linear strips associated with field boundaries and to
be concentrated to top of slope.

Existing GSN allocation

Ancient Woodland

As a direct result of consultation with Historic Scotland and in order to maximise
the amount of open space to the consumption dyke, the approach to defining a
boundary has evolved so that the open setting to the consumption dyke
fluctuates along the northern edge of development. Whilst the definitive 'no build
zone' of 120m remains, the indicative masterplan illustrates buildings in clusters
at varying distances in excess of the prescribed ' no build zone ' . In particular ,
the cluster of buildings to the west have been moved further south . The gaps
between the clusters create zones where there are no buildings within 200m of
the Dyke . This strategy is supplemented by limiting heights of buildings and
ensuring that buildings are orientated on a north/south axis with gables facing
north.
There is an opportunity with the implementation of phases 2 and 3 to enhance
and increase the number of trees along the existing western boundary, to the
south of the ancient woodland, and make it a stronger landscape feature.

Graphic showing extent of open setting to Consumption Dyke
OP29 Kingswells : Masterplan Report for Phases Two and Three
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4B.1.6 Landscape Treatments

Building Curtilages
Building curtilages will be high quality, predominantly hard landscaped, spaces
of an appropriate size to the scale of the building, and designed so as to create
a formal entrance experience.
Buildings fronting onto the main public square will use this space as a ‘foyer’,
with the building elevation defining the edge of the square.
Function
Create a formal arrival impression.
Define the edge of the main public square / public space within the Hub.
Where appropriate these spaces should include opportunities for some visitor
parking and drop off, including secure cycle parking opportunities, promoting
sustainable modes of transport.
Branding / signage opportunity.
Design Principles
To be designed to a high standard.
To be constructed of high quality materials.
To be an appropriate scale for the size of building.
Signage and street furniture should be addressed in a co-ordinated site wide
approach.
Where located on the main public square, treatment to be continuous with the
public space.

Building Curtilages

Phase Three Boundary

Image for Illustrative purposes only

Phase Two Boundary

Graphic showing building curtilages
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4B.1.6 Landscape Treatments

Parking
As a general design principle, parking areas will, where possible, be discrete.
Surface parking should be carefully considered and dealt with in a sympathetic
manner. Cycle and motorcycle parking should be provided in line with Aberdeen
City Council requirements. Cycle Parking needs to be convenient, as close to
entrances as possible, and secure
Function
Providing an important access and arrival experience into buildings.
Incorporate SUDS elements in the form of porous paving and filter/attenuation
trenches.
Design Principles
Car parking will, where possible, be located to the rear or side of buildings, with
disabled spaces close to main entrances / the main public square.
The length of car parking runs will be limited and broken with areas of soft
landscape.
Car parking areas must not be treated as merely car parks, and consideration
given to the arrival experience into buildings.
Where landform allows, the creation of ha-ha’s or the use of slopes to help
conceal car parking will be investigated.
Generally car parking will be located away from ”The Street” wherever possible,
and be arranged parallel with the existing field patterns.

Image for Illustrative purposes only

Parking zones

Phase Three Boundary

Image for Illustrative purposes only
OP29 Kingswells : Masterplan Report for Phases Two and Three

Phase Two Boundary

Graphic showing possible location parking
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4B.1.7 Streets and Pathways

Streets and Pathways
The Development Framework describes a clear hierarchy of streets and a
network of paths throughout the site. In order to reinforce this hierarchy and to
create interest and variation, the following describes the location, function and
design intent for each of these. Where appropriate street design should follow
‘Designing Streets’ policy and meet appropriate standards/requirements of
Aberdeen City Council as Road’ s Authority.

Image for Illustrative purposes only

Image for Illustrative purposes only

Image for Illustrative purposes only

Image of street showing access
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4B.1.7 Streets and Pathways

The Street
‘The Street’ is a continuation of the Boulevard as it moves through the Hub, with
a distinct character defined by the facilities, activity and frontages associated
with this key focal point. While ‘The Street’ should facilitate the required vehicle
movements, it is to be designed with the pedestrian as a key user, controlling
traffic speeds through design and layout. Use of avenue tree planting, careful
choice of edge conditions, choice of surface materials and lighting all contribute
to the creation of an environment all users can feel comfortable within.
There are options for the route of the street, the route will be dependent on the
actual uses of the buildings. This allows for flexibility as Phases Two and Three
develop.
Two options are illustrated below both of which are capable of accommodating
the spaces and zones described previously.
There are options available for the layout for the southern leg of the street, the
alternative street layout continues through the node and turn to run
perpendicular with the site boundary. This option will require to be carefully
considered and the appropriate tree protection measures put in place.

Image for Illustrative purposes only

Phase Three Boundary

alternative road options

Phase Two Boundary

Indicative road layout

OP29 Kingswells : Masterplan Report for Phases Two and Three

Graphic showing possible street layout
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4B.1.7 Streets and Pathways

Paths and Cycleways
Most of the circulation within the Hub should be accommodated within the main
public square and secondary spaces. However, these should be connected into
the wider areas, increasing connectivity. A main pedestrian and cycle route
back into Kingswells, creating a clear and legible connection and promoting the
Hub as a destination for those living in Kingswells has to be investigated. This
route should be overlooked by adjacent buildings and fully integrated into the
public realm of the Hub to promote a safe, self-policing route.
An informal network of paths is to be included in the southern areas of the
Green Space Network, allowing access while protecting the setting of the
Consumption Dyke.

Future extension to path
network

Image for Illustrative purposes only

Path network

Phase Three Boundary

Image for Illustrative purposes only

Phase Two Boundary

Graphic showing path network
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4B.1.8 Buildings

Buildings

Materials

The arrangement and orientation of the buildings within the Hub will be
governed by the principles previously discussed. Clusters of buildings have the
potential to be individual or linked blocks to accommodate varying sizes of
operator whilst ensuring compliance with the strategic principles outlined within
the Development Framework.

The palette of materials should be complimentary to setting and take due
consideration of those materials approved via the Phase One developments,
and those outlined within the Development Framework. This pallet will be
flexible to allow for different architectural expressions, but must be of a high
quality. A considered approach to colour is necessary, and must respect the
rural location of the site, and surrounding landscape features.

The treatment of any links shall be handled as visually light as possible, in order
to ensure that buildings of the appropriate scale address the hub.
Buildings located around the Hub should investigate opportunites to create and
promote active frontages to address the main space or the street.
Roofs will be ‘flat’ or minimum pitch (below 5 degrees) and green roof
technology will be investigated where appropriate.
The Development Framework document states that the hub is capable of
accommodating landmark buildings. These buildings will provide a focal point
for the hub as well as the overall business park. An indicative zone illustrating
the most appropriate location for the landmark buildings is shown overleaf.

Graphic showing building linkages

OP29 Kingswells : Masterplan Report for Phases Two and Three
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4B.1.8 Buildings

Building Heights
Buildings within the northern extent of the Northern Zone will be restricted to two
storeys, whereas the southern extent of this Zone may accommodate slightly
taller buildings. With the exception of the Landmark Buildings within the Hub,
buildings in the Central Zone will generally be three storey. Where topography
allows, additional top floors of buildings could be treated as ‘penthouses’ which
could be achieved by recessed walls and lightweight materials.
As a general principle all buildings must demonstrate that they are sympathetic
to setting and relate to the scale of surrounding landscape features.

Image for Illustrative purposes only

Phase Three Boundary

Three storey building

Phase Two Boundary

Two storey building

Graphic showing indicative building heights
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4B.1.8 Buildings

Feature Buildings

Location

Scale and Materials

The Development Framework states within it’s Vision for the Business Park:

The ‘feature zone’ is a prominent location that will be immediately visible on
entering the Hub and on approach from the main access boulevard in Phase
One. It should act as visual draw to direct users to this zone. In terms of
visual impact, the zone is located to the south of the ridge to minimise impact
from the north.

Due to the nature of the landmark buildings and their aspirations in terms of
providing vitality and viability to the Hub the scale, massing, and materials of
these buildings require careful consideration.

‘to create a business park with an exemplary working environment where quality
architecture is set in a landscape which both enhances the buildings themselves
and provides the highest levels of amenity for all’
The hub has been identified as a suitable location for ‘landmark buildings’. In
this regard a zone has been identified within the Hub where buildings of some
prominence could be located. These feature buildings will act as focal points for
the development.
The zone identified sets a location that will address the square. Within this zone
different opportunities exist for treatments of the feature buildings, however high
quality architectural design and quality must be at the forefront of proposals
within this area.

This location provides strong opportunities to link to both the community of
Kingswells and the users of the business park. All opportunities to encourage
public inclusion must be given due consideration.
This zone could manifest in a variety of forms, including public access to
leisure facilities, cafes, restaurants etc. Opportunities should be investigated
to encourage patrons from both the business park and the community to visit
the Hub throughout the day and therefore ensure activity is not restricted to
normal working hours.

Within the setting of the ’feature zone’ these buildings have the potential to be
higher than others within the Phase One and Two areas in order to reflect their
prominence as focal points at the heart of the Prime Four development. An
assessment of appropriate heights within this area should take place via
individual planning applications: however buildings which exceed three storeys
must be associated with exemplary design proposals to reflect their status.
Innovative, inspirational buildings at this location will enhance and provide the
Hub with a unique character.

Potential uses for these buildings, include but are not limited to hotel,
conferencing facilities, offices etc.

Feature Building Zone

Image of Hub showing feature building
OP29 Kingswells : Masterplan Report for Phases Two and Three

Graphic showing feature building zone

Indicative image of feature building
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4B.1.8 Indicative Masterplan

Indicative Masterplan
It should be noted that there is no fixed plan for Phases Two and Three. Whilst
factors such as orientation and positioning can be dictated the exact layout of
Phases Two and Three will ultimately be determined by market forces and
infrastructure requirements.
The image below illustrates one possible permutation of the Phases Two and
Three, following the guidelines and strategies as discussed earlier, essentially a
series of ‘Development Clusters’ addressing the street, with narrow gables
addressing the Green Space Network.
It recognised that a second access into the Prime Four site will require to be
considered as the development progresses. This access could be taken from
the east (as indicated adjacent), or from the south or west which would be
investigated via a separate masterplanning exercise for Phase Four. A
Transport Assessment will be undertaken, and will be assessed by Aberdeen
City Council as Roads Authority via subsequent planning applications.

Possible future link
Open setting to dyke
Proposed buildings
Parking areas
Existing structure
planting
Proposed structure
planting
Phase Three Boundary
Phase Two Boundary

Phase Two and Three Masterplan
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4B.2 Sustainability
4B.2
Sustainability

4B.2.1
4B.2.2
4B.2.3
4B.2.4

Energy Management
Water Management
Communities
Ecology and Biodiversity

4B.2.1 Energy Management

4B.2.2 Water Management

Within Phases Two and Three a best practice approach to sustainability
based on the BREEAM (Building Research Establishment Environmental
Assessment Method) Scheme guidance will be incorporated where
appropriate. The aim will be to increase the overall efficiency of the
development through energy efficient design and management.

A comprehensive Flood Risk Assessment has been undertaken to inform the
development of the Prime Four / OP29 site. This Assessment considers a
number of potential flooding sources, and concludes that both the Phase Two
and Three areas can be considered at low risk of flooding.

In line with Policy R7 of the Aberdeen Local Development Plan, an Energy
Strategy will be developed to optimise the incorporation of energy efficiency
measures. The Energy Strategy will accompany detailed planning
applications for buildings within Phases Two and Three, and consider the
inclusion of the following design principles and studies:










Minimising energy demand for the site through orientation and
passive solar design,
Maximising the thermal efficiency of building envelopes,
Minimising consumption of energy used for water heating, space
heating and cooling, lighting and power in individual buildings
through efficient equipment and controls,
A feasibility study to calculate the residual energy demand for the
site and maximise the amount of the residual demand which can
be met efficiently by Low or Zero Carbon (LZC) technologies,
A feasibility study to calculate how to meet the remaining demand
through
an
appropriate
Allowable
Solution
including
demonstration of how current Building Standards and Carbon
Reduction Planning Policy will be met,
To encourage the future use of active solar technologies

In order to optimise the incorporation of water recycling measures into buildings
on the site, a water balance system will be considered, and include a review of
the following opportunities:





The use of roof space to minimise water demand and manage water
run off on the site
Rainwater harvesting for re-use and/or green roofs
Low flow sanitary ware fixtures
A feasibility study to calculate how all non potable water demands
could be met by recycled water (rain and grey water).

“Sustainable development meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own
needs.” (Bruntland Report, 1987)

OP29 Kingswells : Masterplan Report for Phases Two and Three
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4B.2.3 Communities

The Vision for the Prime Four site as outlined in the Development Framework
states that the site will “provide a sustainable, well integrated, extension to
Kingswells” which should include “key facilities currently lacking within
Kingswells via the creation of a Community Hub”. The location for this Hub is to
be within Phase Two.
Consultation on the facilities and services which might be located within the Hub
has been discussed in Section 1.3 of this Report, and feedback received from
this consultation has informed the preparation of the Masterplan strategy for this
area. Importantly, feedback from the community highlighted a concern that the
Hub did not affect the viability of existing facilities and businesses within
Kingswells Village.
Within Phase Two, the Hub should be an inclusive area that is usable and
appealing to everyone regardless of age, ability, or circumstance, by working
with users to remove barriers. The local community have been involved in
establishing design principles within this area in order to ensure that their needs,
ideas and local knowledge, has been taken into account.

4B.2.4 Ecology and Biodiversity

Moving forward, the local community and future site users within both Phases
Two and Three should be:




In addition, development within Phases Two and Three should aim to create
additional permanent jobs within the local area either through new business
or for maintenance of the development. This should be determined through a
local economic investigation.
Travel Plan
A Travel Plan Framework for the Prime Four / OP29 site will be developed as
part of the Transport Assessments. This Framework should consider:


Outwith the Hub, the following design principles should be adopted in order to
draw on development within Phase One, and create and extend an inclusive
business community into Phases Two and Three:









Adopt an inclusive design strategy to improve accessibility for
disabled users,
For proposals classed as ‘Major Development’, produce a Design
and Access Statement to ensure that the development is accessible,
aesthetically and architecturally attractive,
Develop local usable green space for occupants, and residents.
Recognise and encourage the implementation of effective design
measures that will reduce the opportunity for and fear of crime on
the new development,
Design to guidance requirements set out in ‘Secure by Design’ (or
equivalent),
Ensure that building frontages (active frontages) encourage
pedestrian usage of the streets, helping to make the development
feel more vibrant and contributing to vitality.

Actively engaged in design development
Kept informed about and consulted on future proposals
Involved in the preparation of proposals (e.g. through workshops
or participative processes)







Local public transport and how to enhance this and encourage
use,
Safe routes to public amenities and public transport nodes
Safe and secure cycle parking and storage
Reduced levels of available car parking as an incentive to use
public transport and other methods of mobility and
communication.
Investigate opportunities for car clubs or car sharing schemes.

Phases Two and Three site are located to the east of the West Hatton Local
Nature Conservation Site / Ancient Woodland. All existing features of ecological
value surrounding the development area should be adequately protected from
damage during clearance, site preparation and construction activities.
Ecological studies of the Phases Two and Three areas have been undertaken
and identify no habitats of particular note within this area. Enhancement of the
site ecology should be considered to improve the site ecological value following
the development, and an Ecological Management Plan undertaken.
New planting should be encouraged and, where possible, species should be
native or of known wildlife benefit. Opportunities for nesting and foraging areas
for birds and improved foraging and commuting areas for bats should be
investigated.
The supplemented areas to the Green Space Network provide improved
opportunities for habitat connection between the ancient woodland to the west of
the site and the newer woodland belts associated with Kingswells and the park
and ride site.

The aim should be to encourage users of the Business Park to travel by
sustainable modes such as bicycle or bus, or to walk to the development,
rather than use cars. In this regard, ensuring safe, attractive walking and
cycle routes from Kingswells and the A944 is key, and ensuring that these
acknowledge routes from Westhill, Aberdeen and the south of the A944.

As an overall principle, development within Phases Two and Three should
encourage buildings which are accessible and easily adaptable to meet the
changing needs of current and future occupants.

Image for Illustrative purposes only
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4B.3 Access Connectivity
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4B.3.1 Introduction

4B.3.2 Pedestrians

The Development Framework establishes an Access and Connectivity
Strategy for the Prime Four Business Plan site at Kingswells, and aims to
provide an integrated network for all end users with a well-connected and
pleasant environment to travel through. Priority should be given to
pedestrians and cyclists over the private vehicle. This Strategy should be
continued through Phases Two and Three, building on links developed
through Phase One development.

Phase Two of Prime Four primarily consists of the Hub area. The types of
facilities envisaged within this area will integrate with both the neighbouring
residential area of Kingswells and the employment area of Prime Four.
The Hub will have a highly pedestrianised, public open space feel. Strong
pedestrian links therefore require to be investigated between the Hub,
Kingswells, and the wider Business Park. These links could be delivered as
follows:


“There is no other site within the city that has location characteristics that
provide equal opportunities for sustainable travel”

Future extension to path
network

Path network



Continuation of the pedestrian/cycle path installed in Phase One,
and opportunities for future links to future development phases.
These links will provide direct pedestrian access to the Hub area for
employees within the Park. Building on infrastructure established
during Phase One, these links will also benefit residents from the
southern part of Kingswells who will be able to reach the Business
Park via a new crossing on the C89 and the existing A944
pedestrian/cycle route.
A pedestrian and cycle route back into Kingswells. This could, for
example, run alongside / utilise the existing Home Farm access
track, however detailed investigation of this, and any other options,
will be required.

The pedestrian network serving Phase Three should continue the east-west link
through the site, providing a connection to the Hub area, the Park and Ride,
Phase One and beyond into Kingswells. This link could be delivered though the
continuation of the pedestrian/cycle path installed alongside the access
boulevard beyond the Phase Two infrastructure.
All plots within Phase Three should be directly connected to the main east-west
route by way of shared use facilities provided alongside all access roads.

Graphic showing walking distances
OP29 Kingswells : Masterplan Report for Phases Two and Three
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4B.3.3 Cyclists

4B.3.4 Public Transport Connections

4B.3.5 Road Connections

Provision for cyclists within Phases Two and Three largely mirrors the
pedestrian network as all external paths leading to the site via Kingswood Drive
and the A944, as well as the internal paths within the development, should be of
shared footway/cycleway type.

It is recognised that proximity to the Kingswells Park and Ride site provides
the entire Prime Four site with excellent public transport accessibility to
support sustainable longer distance commuting.

Vehicular access to Phases Two and Three will be provided through the
continuation of the Phase One Boulevard into a ‘Street’ which will then travel
east-west through Phases Two and Three.

The Phase Two Hub lies between 250 and 400 metres (between 3 and 5
minutes walk) to the Park and Ride terminal, and between 550 and 700 metres
(circa. 6 minutes) to the new bus stops being provided on the A944 as part of
the Phase One infrastructure works to improve access to public transport
services to Westhill and beyond.

The Transport Assessment carried out for Phase One identified that a new
signalised T-Junction on the A944, coupled with improvements to the Kingswells
roundabout, can accommodate additional floor space beyond the Phase One
proposals. It is recognised that once this additional capacity has been used then
an additional vehicular entrance into the Prime Four site will require to be
considered, and a further Transport Assessment undertaken to inform such.
This second access could be taken from the east, south or west. This Transport
Assessment will be assessed by Aberdeen City Council as Roads Authority, and
consider any mitigation required.

The opportunity to enhance pedestrian and cycle crossings at the development
entrance on the A944, and through the Kingswells roundabout on the C89
Kingswells Distributor should be investigated. The need for greater prominence
to be given to the existing pedestrian crossing facility within the signals at
Kingswood Drive has been highlighted via the community consultation exercise,
and consideration therefore should be given to upgrading the existing crossing
to a toucan type in order to enhance the crossing and cycling connectivity
between Phases Two and Three and Kingswells.
Within the Phase Two Hub, public cycle parking areas should be incorporated,
additional to those standard parking provisions provided within individual
development plots.

Phase Three lies between 350 and 750 metres (between 4 and 9 minutes
walk) from the Park & Ride terminal and between 650 and 1050 metres
(between 8 and 13 minutes walk) from the new bus stops on the A944.
Phases 3 & 4 will be designed to encourage and facilitate future opportunities
for the circulation of public transport within the site, which will assist in
ensuring that the walking distances to public transport are kept as short as
possible and reflect Council guidance. The opportunities will be established
through the detailed design and layout of the future phases.
The bus operators review their network provision frequently to reflect
changing demand and it is likely that the current service will be continually
reviewed to reflect increasing jobs creation at Prime Four . Recent
discussions with the operator have confirmed this to be the case.

A primary benefit of the Hub area is the opportunity to provide both community
facilities for the adjacent Kingswells residential area and complimentary facilities
for the employees of the business park which are highly accessible by foot,
cycle and public transport. The community consultation has identified preferred
uses within the Hub that Kingswells residents currently have to travel by road to
reach. Community uses such as hotel, leisure, café/restaurant facilities can also
be utilised by employees within Prime Four without having to travel outwith the
site.

Services
X17, N17, 200, 218

Services
41, 11

Proposed
new bus stop
(phase one)

Current Bus Provisions in proximity of the site include the following:
First Group Service 41
Kingswells Park & Ride site to Aberdeen Royal Infirmary
Service 41 is a new half-hourly service which operates as a shuttle service
between Kingswells Park & Ride and Aberdeen Royal Infirmary Monday to
Friday. Service 11 will provide a direct link to the City Centre from Kingswells
Park & Ride.

Image for Illustrative purposes only

First Group Service 11 (The Orange Line)
Kingswells – Springhill (via Kingswells Park & Ride)
This is a new service which will replace the service 14/15 from Kingswells/
Woodend to the City Centre. This will also replace the service 40 Park & Ride
link between Kingswells and the City Centre.
To ensure that P&R passengers have the quickest journey times the route will
operate City – P&R – Kingswells Village – P&R – City. This will operate on a
half hourly basis.
The new Service 11 will provide a half hourly bus link between the City Centre
and Kingswells P&R, which is within walking distance of the Primefour site
with direct pedestrian and cycle access.
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4B.4.1 Introduction

4B.4.2 Services

Building on the Development Framework, this Section considers the existing
infrastructure and services relevant to the Phase Two and Three areas, and
identifies any upgrades which may be required. Services discussed include
electricity, gas, water and telecommunications.

Throughout Phases Two and Three, easy access should be available to site
services and communication infrastructure to allow for minimal future disruption
for maintenance and upgrade. Wherever possible services should be accessed
through a single point of access, remote from footways, cycleways or roads.
Additional ducting such be considered to allow for future expansion.

Drainage proposals are also discussed, in particular opportunities for
Sustainable Urban Drainage Principles to be utilised.

Electricity
The infrastructure serving Phase One will have sufficient capacity to serve most
of Phases Two and Three. The capacity will require to be upgraded to serve the
latter stages of these phases. This upgrade requirement will not be a constraint
to development
Natural Gas
Within Phase One, a new gas main will be taken from Huxterstone Terrace in
the adjacent village of Kingswells to serve the development. This gas main will
be extended to serve Phases Two and Three, with strategically located gas
kiosks connected to the main to deliver adequately sized gas connections to
each building.
Water
The Water Impact Assessment carried out for Phase One includes a proposal
for a new water main to be connected into an existing 600mm diameter water
main which presently traversing the Prime Four site. For Phases Two and
Three, the new main will be extended to cater for each of the buildings proposed
within this area. Strategically located water meters will be connected to the main
to deliver suitably sized water connections to each of the buildings.
Telecommunications

“The delivery of infrastructure alongside new development can help to
cre-ate balanced, accessible and sustainable communities” (Aberdeen
City Council, Infrastructure and Developer Contributions Manual, pg. 2)

OP29 Kingswells : Masterplan Report for Phases Two and Three

The same telecommunications infrastructure which is being installed as part of
the Phase One development will be extended to cater for the requirements of
Phases Two and Three. This infrastructure includes new telecommunications
ducts taken from two locations. From these locations the duct network will be
routed into the development and around the site in a diverse manner for
increased resilience.
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4B.4.3 Drainage

Water
The site is currently served by mains water infrastructure, however the
capacity will require up-grading to serve Phases Two and Three of the
development. This up-grade will not be a constraint to development.

The extended detention pond will only provide treatment for the roads run-off for
the development, as all the required levels for the individual plots will be
undertaken within its own plot boundary and will leave the site at a controlled
rate.

Foul Drainage
A main trunk sewer exists along and within the southern boundaries of
Phases One and Three of the Prime Four site, roughly parallel to the A944. It
is our understanding that some spare capacity exists within this main trunk
sewer.
In consideration of the Phase One development, Scottish Water record plans
were consulted and this confirmed that Phases Two and Three of the
development can drain by gravity to the main trunk sewer that runs along the
south of the site, flowing in a west to east direction. The proposed sewers will
connect to this main trunk sewer.
As part of the Phase One development a new foul sewer network will be
established which will be adopted by Scottish Water on completion. Drainage
Impact Assessment for this area will be required.

It should be noted that, as differing levels of treatment may apply to each plot
and the roads, it is recommended that a series of the required SUDS measures
are implemented within each plot boundary rather than communally to ensure
that all surface water run-off is treated sufficiently prior to discharging to the
Denburn.
These discharges will drain the run off from the sites to one of the two proposed
extended detention basins which are to be located along the south boundary of
the site which will discharge into the Denburn. It is understood that the Denburn
is at risk of not meeting the Water Framework Directive’s aim of good ecological
status by 2015. Inclusion of SUDS should help address the burn’s water quality
issues.
Where possible the potential amenity and recreational value of SUDS should be
considered, in order to enhance open space provision and offer multi-functional
spaces with added interest.

SUDS Overview
Adopted Roads SUDS Infrastructure

Image for Illustrative purposes only

The surface water drainage requirements for this site have been investigated.
Based on current development guidance the site will require to be drained via
an approved Sustainable Urban Drainage System (SUDS). All detailed SUDS
proposals have been determined through a Drainage Assessment.
The SUDS for the individual sites are likely to consist of a private piped
drainage system specifically designed to suit each sites individual
requirements collecting run-off from the roofs, car parking, access roads and
yard/hard standing areas and attenuating this run-off within the site prior to
discharging in to the surface water outfall sewer. These discharges will drain
the run off from the sites to the extended detention pond located along the
south boundary of the site within Phase One, Plot 1. This pond subsequently
discharges in to the Denburn.

SUDS for Roads promotes a range of options to treat the surface water run-off
depending on whether the access is a road or a street. It is suggested that grass
conveyance swales and either extended detention basins or ponds, located
away from the roads and along the south boundary of the site should be
considered

The SUDS for the proposed roads will shed to trapped gullies which will
connect in to either the surface water sewer system or the road drainage
system. The run-off will then gravitate to a grass conveyance swale located
within open space located along the south boundary of the site within Phase
One, Plot 1 prior to discharging at a controlled rate to the extended detention
pond which will then subsequently discharge to the Denburn.
Image for Illustrative purposes only
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5.1.1 Introduction

5.1.2 Phasing

Part 5 of the Development Framework and Phase One Masterplan Report for
the Prime Four / OP29 Site at Kingswells outlines a proposed Phasing
Strategy, Infrastructure Delivery Plan and Programme for the development of
the site. This Section also addressed the aspirations for the site laid out in the
Aberdeen Local Development Plan Proposed Action Programme which, at the
time of writing this update, remains the most up-to-date Action Programme for
the Local Authority Area.

An indicative Phasing Strategy was presented in this Development Framework
and Phase One Masterplan to illustrate how the site could be developed in a
logical and coherent manner.

The following should be read as an update to Part 5 in order to reflect market
demand to accelerate proposals to develop within the Phase Two and Three
areas.
The intentions of the developer deliver the Prime Four site, and ensure the
Vision set out in the Development Framework is maintained, remain valid.

“The delivery of infrastructure alongside new development can help to
cre-ate balanced, accessible and sustainable communities” (Aberdeen
City Council, Developer Obligations Supplementary Guidance, pg. 2)

Planning permission for the development of the Phase One area has now been
granted by Aberdeen City Council, and the future development of Phases Two
and Three is now being progressed, ahead of programme assumptions made
within the Development Framework. This illustrates the strong market demand
in the Prime Four site.
The Phasing Strategy shown in the Development Framework illustrated
indicative boundaries for the 4.no development phases. Due to market demand,
the Phase Three area has since been increased marginally to include additional
development plots to the south.
There will be no definitive sequence to these phases. Phase Three could well be
developed earlier than Phase Two. Furthermore the sequence of development
within Phase Two will be determined by operator demand.
The Phasing Strategy allows for this, and does not require individual Phases to
be completed prior to development commencing on another Phase. Throughout
the development of the site, opportunities must be appropriately managed to
ensure they are not prejudicial to overall growth.
The following programme updates the previous programme provided in the
Development Framework, and provides a very high level idea of how future
development of the site may progress. The speed at which development will
continue across the rest of the site will largely be dictated by the market.
Previous programmes suggested the development of the Phase Two area in
2014. Market demands have required this programme, and the programme for
Phase Three, to be accelerated.

Image for Illustrative purposes only

OP29 Kingswells : Masterplan Report for Phases Two and Three
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5.1.3 Next Steps

Moving forward, it is the current intention of Drum Property Group that detailed
planning applications for buildings within Phases Two and Three of the site be
submitted to Aberdeen City Council in Summer 2012, with work commencing on
site in 2013, subject to the necessary consents and permissions being secured.
Pre-Application Consultation with the local community on the development of a
Hotel with the Phase Two area has been undertaken in tandem with
consultation on the Masterplanning of the Phases Two and Three areas. A
Screening Opinion has been provided by Aberdeen City Council confirming that
no Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) shall be required for this proposal.
As future development proposals are considered, Screening Requests will be
submitted to the Council in order to determine whether any EIA shall be
required.
Applications to Aberdeen City Council will be supported by a series of
documentation. This will include, for instance, Drainage Statements, Transport
Assessments, and Design and Access Statements. Design and Access
Statements must include an assessment of detailed proposals against the
principle established within this Masterplan.
It is expected that any off-site contributions which will be required will be
concluded through negotiations with Aberdeen City Council during the
determination of planning applications for the detailed phases / individual
buildings.

5.1.4 Infrastructure Delivery
The Aberdeen Local Development Plan Proposed Action Programme, along
with the Infrastructure and Developer Contributions Draft Supplementary
Guidance, provides guidance for the delivery of future infrastructure. Both of
these documents were discussed within Part 5 of the Development Framework
and Phase One Masterplan Report and this discussion will not be repeated
here.

Phasing Plan
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5.1.5 Programme

OP29 Kingswells : Masterplan Report for Phases Two and Three
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